
                  LAN Speed Test Results (11-16-2012 at 15:55:15)

 Computer Name: TOSHIBA-TWO
 IP Address   : 192.168.1.132
 Folder       : \\PRINCIPALE\Dati\PAOLO

                        ---Writing---     ---Reading---
 Packet length   :      650,000,000       650,000,000
 Time to complete:      58.9766141        57.4009497
 Bytes per second:      11,021,318        11,323,854
 Bits per second :      88,170,544        90,590,832
                        -------------     -------------
 Mbps:                  88.1705440        90.5908320

 -------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------

 What Do my results mean?

 When assessing the performance of your network, ke ep in mind that there is always a
 difference between theoretical speed ratings, and 'real-world' throughput.  If your
 network is set up well, then this difference is re latively small but still significant.
 Otherwise, the difference can be extremely large.

 The reasons for the difference between what a netw ork is supposed to be able to do and what
 it can actually do are many.

 First, there is normal network overhead.  This is the data that is used to package and
 address the data, deal with data collisions, etc.  There is even more network overhead on
 wireless networks.

 Second, there are external performance limiters.  These are your hardware devices on your
 network (network cards, hubs, switches, other user s on the network, server hard drives, etc.)

 Third, is the network configuration problems.  Thi s is anything from a bad cable, bad hardware
 device, etc.

 LAN Speed test is an excellent tool to use when tr oubleshooting or optimizing your network by
 making it easy to test your 'Real World' network s peeds.  A good rule of thumb I follow is
 'real-world' speed of 50% - 70% of your rated spee d.  On larger networks with more users, your
 speed can drop considerably, so you should be doin g your tests when network traffic is low.

 i.e. Network connected at... (-> typical real-worl d speed)
      100Mbps -> 50-70 Mbps
      1000 Mps (gigabit) -> 400-600 Mbps
      802.11b (11 Mbps wireless) -> 2-4 Mbps
      802.11g (54 Mbps wireless) -> 20-30 Mbps

 i.e. Network connected at... (-> typical testing w ith LST Server instead of network folder)
      100Mbps -> 60-80 Mbps
      1000 Mps (gigabit) -> 600-800 Mbps
      802.11b (11 Mbps wireless) -> 3-6 Mbps
      802.11g (54 Mbps wireless) -> 30-50 Mbps


